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The main result of this paper is that any partial triple system (S, B) of index L on 
n points can be embedded in a triple system of any odd I-admissible order greater 
than 4n. Furthermore, if the minimum degree, maximum degree and total number 
of edges in the missing-edge graph of (S, B) satisfy certain bounds, then (5, B) can 
be embedded in a triple system of order 2n + 1, provided 2n + 1 is i-admissible. It is 
also shown that there exists an equitable partial triple system of index i containing 
v  triples on n points for any v  < ~(n, I). ‘ill 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A (partial) block design B(v, k, 1) is a pair ( V, B), where Y is a set of u 
symbols and B is a collection of subsets of V of order k (which are called 
blocks), such that each unordered pair of symbols in I/ occurs in exactly 
(at most) A blocks. A (partial) triple system of order v and index I is a 
(partial) block design B(u, 3, A) and the blocks are called triples. The sym- 
bols of a block design are also called points. 
Hanani [S] showed that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a B(v, 3, A) are 
(i) dv(v - 1) z 0 (mod 6), and 
(ii) n(v- l)=O (mod2). 
For a given A we say v is /2-admissible if ,? and v satisfy (i) and (ii). A 
Steiner triple system (STS) is a B(v, 3, 1). The problem of embedding a par- 
tial STS was first considered by Treash [lS], who showed that any partial 
STS can be finitely embedded. Lindner [lo, 1 l] dramatically improved 
that result by placing bounds on the order of the containing STS. To date, 
the best result is due to Andersen, Hilton and Mendelsohn El], who 
showed that any partial B(n, 3,1) can be embedded in a B(t, 3, 1) for any 
admissible t > 4n + 1. 
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For ;1> 1, Lindner and Rosa [12] showed that a partial B(n, 3, A) can 
be finitely embedded. Since then several results [4-61 improved this bound 
to obtain smaller embeddings of partial triple systems. The best result to 
date [4] is that a partial B(n, 3, ,J) can be embedded in a B(t, 3,/2) for 
some t < 4( (31/2) + 1) n+ 1; so t is a function of /2. The bound on t has 
recently been improved the lOn+ 1 when i= 3 [3]. Here we remove the 
dependence of t on 1 and improve upon all known results, obtaining an 
embedding in a triple system of order t, for any odd J-admissible t 3 4n + 1. 
This is now close to the best possible embedding of t > 2n + 1 and is 
unlikely to be substantially improved upon without some completely new 
ideas. The techniques used are generalizations of those used to obtain a 
small embedding of a partial STS [l]. To obtain an embedding without 
repeated blocks using these techniques does not seem likely at this stage. 
Both Lemmas 1 and 3 would have to be generalized and not only an 
equalized but also a balanced edge-colouring of the missing-edge graph 
(see the proof of Theorem 6) would be required, none of which seem to be 
possible with present knowledge. 
Any graph theoretical terminology is standard and can be found in [Z]. 
In particular d(G), 6(G) and E(G) are the maximum degree, minimum 
degree and number of edges in a graph 6, respectively. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let H be a graph with vertex set V(H) and edge set E(H). An edge- 
colouring of H is an assignment of colours to the edges of H so that each 
edge receives exactly one colour; if, in addition, each vertex is incident with 
at most one edge of each colour we say the colouring is proper. Vizing [ 171 
proved that a simple graph H can be properly edge-coloured with k colours 
for any k 3 d(H) + 1, and Kiinig [9] showed that if H is a bipartite mul- 
tigraph then H can be properly edge-coloured with d(H) colours. 
If a graph H is edge-coloured with colours l,..., ~1, let Ci, 1 < i 6 n, denote 
the colour class i; that is, the set of edges coloured i. An edge-colouring is 
equalized if 
lIciI-lql~1 (1 <i<j<n). 
It was proved independently by McDiarmid [13] and de Werra [18] that 
a graph which can be properly edge-coloured with n colours has an 
equalized proper edge-colouring with 12 colours. 
An edge-colouring is equitable if for all u E V(G) 
I ci(u) - Cjk) I G l (1 di<jdn) 
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where C,(V) denotes the number of edges in Cj incident with vertex v. de 
Werra [ 18, 191 showed that any bipartite graph can be given an equitable 
edge-colouring with y1 colours, for any n 3 1. 
A partial symmetric quasi-latin square of order r and multiplicity I on n 
symbols, denoted by PSQ(n, Y, /2), is an r x Y array such that 
(i) for each i, j ( 1 < i < r, 1 dj < r, i #j), if a symbol occurs x times 
in cell (i, j) it also occurs x times in cell (j, i), 
(ii) for each i,j (1 d id r, 1 <j< r, i#j) cell (i, j) contains at most i 
symbols, 
(iii) each symbol occurs at most i. times in each row and at most ,4 
times in each column, 
(iv) each row contains at most n(r - 1) symbols and each column 
contains at most J(r - 1) symbols. 
A PSQ(II, r, j.) in which each row and column contains exactly I(r - 1) 
symbols is said to be filled. A filled PSQ(n, n + 1, A) shall be called a 
symmetric quasi-latin square of multiplicity /z (SQ(n, n $ 1,1)) since each 
symbol occurs exactly A times in each row and column. 
Let Np(i) denote the number of times symbol i occurs in the partial sym- 
metric quasi-latin square P. 
LEMMA 1. Let n 3 1 be an integer. A filled PSQ(n, r, ,I), P on the sym- 
bols I,..., n can be embedded in a SQ(n, n + 1, Ik) in which cells (i, i) for 
r+l<i<n+l are empty and cells (i,j)for L<i<n+l and r+l<j< 
n + 1, i fj each contain 1, symbols if and onl-y if 
(i) N,(i)-d(n+l)(mod2) (ldidn), 
(ii) N,(i)BIJ2r-n- 1) (1 dibn). 
ProoJ: Necessity. This part of the proof is standard and is left to the 
reader. 
Sufficiency. If r = n then the result is clear. Therefore let r < s < n - 1. Tbe 
proof is by induction on s. Assume P has been extended to T, a filled 
PSQ(n, s, ,I) in which the diagonal cells (j,j) (r + 1 <j f s) are empty, and 
in which N,(i)r/Z(n+l)(mod2) and N,(i)&J(2s-n-1) for each i 
(1 d id n). Construct a bipartite graph H with vertex sets (l,..., n> and 
{ p1 ,..., p,} in which p,j is joined to i by x edges if and only if symbol i 
occurs ?I -x times in row j of T. Then d(N) = ,I(n + 1 - s), since d,(p,) = 
,I(n+l-s) for l<j<s and d,,(i)=;Is-N,(i)<A(n+l-s) for 16i6n. 
Let Cr,..., Cn+r-* be the colour classes of an equitable edge-colouring of N 
with n + 1 -s 3 2 colours. Place symbol ix times in cell (j, s + I) if i is 
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joined to pj by x edges in Cr. For each j, pj is incident with I edges in C, , 
so each cell contains exactly A entries. For each j (1 <j < s) till the cell 
(s + 1, j) with the same symbols that occur in cell (j, s + l), including 
repetitions, and leave cell (s+ 1, s + 1) empty. Call the resulting 
PSQ(n, s + 1, A) U. 
Clearly NU(i) EE /Z(n + 1) (mod 2), since each symbol has been added an 
even number of times in forming U from T. If NT(z) = A(2.s - n - 1) + 2x for 
some x, 0 ,< x < II - 1, then in order that NJi) B 1(2(s + 1) -n - l), i must 
be placed at least 2(1 -x) times in the row and column added to T; that is 
i must be incident with at least 1 -x edges coloured i in H. Since the edge 
colouring is equitable, i is incident with at least 
Ld,(i)/(n + 1 - s) J = L(A(n + 1 -s) - 2x)/(n + 1 -s) J 
=n-r2x/(n+ i +)l 
31-X (since II + 1 - s 3 2). 
This completes the induction step and hence the proof. 
Let Cr,..., C, be the colour classes of an edge-colouring of a graph H. 
Recall that C,(U), denotes the number of edges in Cj incident with 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let H be a finite loopless multigraph such that: 
(i) A(H) d 26, for some positive integer 1; 
(ii) H does not contain a 2;1-regular subgraph with an odd number of 
edges. 
Then H has an equalized edge-colouring with 2 colours such that each vertex 
is incident with at most ;1 edges of each colour. 
Proof Let pi be a finite loopless multigraph satisfying the hypotheses. 
Let H,,..., H, be the components of H. Construct a new graph H* with 
V(H*)= V(H)u {vO} and E(H*)=E(H)u T, where the edges in T are 
defined as follows: 
1. for each component Hi, 1 < i < s, in which each vertex has even 
degree and &(Hi) is even, let USE V(H,) and let T contain 2 edges joining ui 
to u,; 
2. for each component Hi, 1 d i < s, in which each vertex has even 
degree and &(Hi) is odd, let U,E V(H,) such that d,(ui) <21-2 (which 
exists by condition (ii)) and let T contain 2 edges joining ui to v,; 
3. for each vertex v E V(H) with odd degree let T contain one edge 
joining v to o0 ; 
4. T contains no other edges. 
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Clearly H* is a connected multigraph in which each vertex has even 
degree and r(H*) E s(H)(mod 2). Thus H* has an Euler tour, say 
R = (e, ,..., e E(Hfl), ei~ E(H*), which starts (and ends) at uo. Let Cf = (ej\ i 
is odd} and C: = { ej 1 i is even} be the colour classes of an edge-colouring 
C* of N*. Since ) Cf( = re(H*)/21 and / C:l= La(H*)/2_1, C* is an 
equalized edge-colouring with the further properties: 
(i) for all VE V(H*)- {vo>, C~(v)=Cf(u)=d,,(v)/2; 
(ii) if s(H*) is even, that CF(v,)= C,*(V,) =d,*(v,)/2 and j C:] = 
IGI; 
(iii) if .s(H*) is odd, then C,*(v,) = C,*(u,) + 2 and ) CT / = j C: 1 + 1. 
Now consider the edge-colouring C of H induced by C*. If E(H) is even, 
then 
I Cl I = I c: I - WV,) = I c: I - C,“(h) = I c, I, 
and if E(H) is odd, then 
/ c, 1 = / c: I - c:(q)) = ] c: 1 - C,*(v,) - 1 = /C,) - 1. 
Therefore C is equalized. 
To show that each vertex of G is incident with at most k edges of each 
colour consider the following: 
Case 1. If u E V(H) is not adjacent to v. in H*, then dH(v) = d&u) is 
even and hence 
C,(u) = C,(u) = C?(v) = C,*(v) = d,*(v)/2 6 A. 
Case 2. If v E V(H) and has odd degree (so dH(u) < 2A) then v is joined 
to a0 with one edge in, say C,. Then 
and 
C,(u) = C,*(u) - 1 = d,*(u)/2 - 1 d 2 - 1 
C,(u) = C?(v) = d,*(v)/2 6 1. 
Case 3. If ui E V(H,), where E(H,) is even, then ni is joined to u. in H* 
with two edges having different colours. So 
Ci(Ui)=C,*(tlj)-1=d,*(u,)/2-1=d,(u)/2e~”, for l<j<2. 
Case 4. If ui E V(H,), where Ed is odd, then, by the construction of 
H*, d,(ui) d 22 - 2 and ui is joined to u. in H* with two edges in the same 
colour class, say Cl. Then 
C,(Uj) = c:(q) - 2 = d,*(uJ2 - 2 = d,(u,)/2 - 1 GA - 2, 
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and 
C,(u,) = c:(u,) = d”*(UJ/2 = d&u,)/2 + 1 < a. 
Therefore H has an equalized edge-colouring with two colours such that 
each vertex is incident with at most i edges of each colour. 
A maximum partial B(v, 3,1) is partial B(v, 3, A) say (V, B), where for 
any partial B(v, 3, A), say (V, B’), 1 B / 3 1 B’ I. 
LEMMA 3 [7]. The number of triples p(n, 1) in a maximum partial triple 
system on n points and of index i is 
i 
Ln/3 LQ-1)/2JJ-1 
zfn e 2(mod 6) and A z 4(mod 6) or 
. 
Ph 2) = 
zfn c S(mod 6) and 1~ 1 or 4fmod 6) 
Ln/3 LA@- 1)/2-u otherwise. 
Let A be a partial B(n, 3, A) on the symbols l,..., ~1. Denote by rA(i), 
1 did n, the number of triples in A which contain symbol i. A is an 
equitabZe partial B(n, 3, I) if for 1 < i <j < n 
I f-.4(i) - rAj)l G 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let v, 1 and n be non-negative integers such that 
1 < v < p(n, A). Then there is an equitable partial B(n, 3, A.) with v triples. 
Proof: Let A be any partial B(n, 3, J.) which contains v triples with the 
set of symbols and blocks being T and D, respectively. Let a, and CQ be 
symbols in T such that rA(a,)-rA(cz2) is maximum. If rA(a,)-rA(u2) < 1, 
then the result is true; thus we may assume that rA(a,)-rr,(a,) 32. Let 
F(a,, a2) be the collection of all triples (including repetitions) that contain 
either CI, or CI~ but not both. Let H be the graph with vertex set T\ (cI,, a2 > 
and edge set E, where each pair of vertices i and j are joined by k edges if 
and only if { i,j> occurs in k blocks in F(a,, Q). Then d(H) ,< 22. Since the 
edges in E can be partitioned into two classes E,, and E,, corresponding to 
triples containing c1i and a,, respectively, from triples in F(a,, a,), H does 
not contain a 2;1-regular subgraph with an odd number of edges (for a 2k 
regular subgraph is a component of H with half the edges in E,, and half 
the edges in E,,). By Lemma 2, H has an equlaized edge-colouring with 
two colours, say c(i and CI~, such that no vertex is incident with more than 
I edges of each colour. Let R(cl,, ~1~) be the collection of triples where for 
each pair of vertices i and j, R(a,, c(~) contains {a,, i, j} yk times 
(1 <k < 2) if and only if there are y, edges of colour elk joining i and j. 
Replace F( tl , , Q) with R(a,, CQ) in D so that in the resulting partial 
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m, 3, A) A', ( rA.(al) - rA(c(J( < 1 and Ye = Ye for all 
.‘; E T’/ (LX,, CQ). Repeating this process will clearly produce an equitable 
partial B(n, 3, A) with v triples. 
We shall also use the following result of Stern. 
THEOREM 5 [14]. A triple system of order n and index /z can be embed- 
ded in a triple system of order t and index I for any A-admissible t such that 
t>2n+ 1. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let (S, B) be a partial B(n, 3, A) with S = ( l,..., n >. Let G be a graph 
with V(G) = {l,..., H> such that for each pair of vertices i and j, the edge ij 
is in E( 6) x times if and only if the pair (i,j} occurs in exactly A - x triples 
in B. We call such a graph G the missing-edge graph of (S, B). 
THEOREM 6. Let (S, B) be a partial triple system of order n and index i 
such that 2n + 1 is /2-admissible. Let G be the missing-edge graph qf (S, B). If 
(i) 4G)<4r(n+ 1)/2)1-l), 
(ii) E(G) < 3,u(r(n + 1)/21, A), and 
(iii) if n is even then 6(G) 3 ,?, 
then (S, B) can be embedded in a triple system of order 2n + 1 and index It. 
Proof. Let (S, B) be a partial B(n, 3, i) on the symbols l,..., n, where 
2n -t- 1 is A-admissible, such that the missing-edge graph G satisfies (i), (ii) 
and (iii). 
Since 3 divides E(G) whenever 2n + 1 is A-admissible (for, either A z 
0 (mod 3) or n(n - 1)/2 = O(mod 3)), and since E(G) d 3y(r(n + 1)/21, A) 
there exists, by Lemma 4, an equitable partial B(r(n + 1)/2], 3, A) with 
s(G)/3 triples. Let (T, D) be such a triple system on the points n + l,..., n + 
r (n + I )/2] such that 
r(n+l)>...>r(n+r(n+ 1)/2]). 
We now give G an equalized edge-colouring with r(rz -t 1)/2] colours, 
say n-bl,...,n+r(n+1)/21 (we assume lCn~ll~...~lCCn+Ttn+r~,/21/), 
such that 1 C, + j(u) I < il for 1 <j < r(n + 1)/Z?] and for all u E V(G) as 
follows. 
Since d(G) < A( r (n + 1)/2 1 - 1) G has a proper equalized edge-colouring 
[ 13, 17, IS] with the Ar(n + 1)/2] colour classes being C,, where 1 < id i 
and 1 <j<r(n-t 1)/2]. Name the colours such that ICi,i/ >/ jCk,,j if and 
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only if (i, j) is lexicographically less than (k, I). Choosing C, +j = Ut= 1 CiJ 
(1 <j d r (n + 1)/21) to be the colour classes of an edge-colouring of G 
yields the desired edge-colouring with r(n + 1)/21 colours described above. 
Since s(G) = 3 1 D 1 and since the edge-colouring of G is equalized and 
(T, D) is an equitable partial B(r(n + 1)/21, 3, A) it is clear that r(n +j) = 
Ic,z+,jI for 1 <j<r(n+ 1)/21. 
Let U be a r(n -t- 1)/21 by r(n + 1)/21 array with the rows and columns 
indexed by n + l,..., n+ r(n + 1)/21. For each UE V(G) place v in cell 
(n+i,n+i) (l<idr(n+1)/21) of Ux times if and only if )Cnti(~)(=x. 
(Note that cell (n + i, IZ + i) of U has precisely 2 1 C,, i ( entries.) For each 
triple {r, s, t} (n+l~~,s,tdn+r(n+1)/21) of (T,D) place the symbol 
co in the six cells (r, s), (s, r), (r, t), (t, r), (s, t) and (t, s) of U (a cell may 
contain cc more than once). Then row and column n + i have 2r(n + i) co’s: 
two for each triple containing n + i. Also since ( C,+jl = r(n +j) for 1 ,<j< 
r(n + 1)/21 if row and column y1 +j have x symbols in cell (n +j, n +j) then 
each contains co x times. Note that if (n + i, M i-j} is contained in x triples 
in (7’, D), then cell (n + i, 12 +j) contains x co’s, so each cell has at most 
/z ~0’s. Therefore we can fill the off-diagonal cells symmetrically with sym- 
bols l,..., n until each has exactly /z symbols and each symbol occurs at 
most ;1 times in each row and in each column. (For, if cell (n + i, n +j) 
(1 < i<j< r(n + 1)/21) of U has less than 1 symbols then row (n-t i) and 
column (n +j) have at most 2A(r(n + 1)/21- 2) -I- 2(J. - 1) <n/Z different 
symbols excluding co, so one of l,..., n can be placed in both of the cells 
(n + i, n +j) and (n +j, n + i) of U.) Therefore we may assume that U has A 
symbols in every off-diagonal cell. Furthermore, since row and column 
n + i contain 2v(n + i) co’s and there are 2 I C, + i j = 2r(n + i) symbols in cell 
(n + i, y1+ i), removing all of the co’s from U results in a filled 
PSQ(n, r(n + 1)/21, A), P on the symbols l,..., IZ with the rows and columns 
indexed by the integers n + l,..., 12 f r(n + 1)/21. 
If symbol i occurs pi(i) times in cell (n +j, n + j) of P then 
N,(i)~Cpj(i)=d,(i)~;l(n- l)=n(n+ 1) (mod 2) 
so P satisfies condition (i) of Lemma 1. Also 
if II is odd 
if y1 iseven 
< NAi) for l<j<n 
(since by assumption if 12 is even then 6(G) 3 1, so for 1 < i < n, 
Np(i) 3 cipj(i) 2 A), so P satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma 1. Therefore P 
can be embedded in a symmetric quasi-latin square Q of order n + 1 and 
multiplicity II on the symbols l,..., n with the rows and columns of Q 
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indexed by the integers n + l,..., 2n + 1 such that the diagonal cells of Q 
which are not diagonal cells of P are empty and no symbols are added 
to P. 
Let (R, A) be a partial triple system of order 2n -t 1 on the symbols l,..., 
2n + 1, where A is defined as follows: 
(i) BEA; 
(ii) DcA; 
(iii) if symbol w  (1 < w  ,< n) occurs in cell (n -t i, n +j) (for 1,( i <j < 
y1-t l), of Q x times then A contains (w, n + i, n +j> x times; 
(iv) for each edge uw in C, +j( 1 <j 6 r(n + 1)/2]) A contains 
(24, w, n +j). 
We shall now show that (R, A) is a triple system of order 2n + 1 and 
index rZ. To do this we must show that each pair (p, q) occurs in exactly A 
triples. 
Case 1. ( 1 6p < q < n) If there are 2 - x triples in (S, B) containing 
(p, q j then p and q are joined by x edges in G, so (p, q 3 belongs to x 
triples of the form described in (iv). 
Case 2. (1 dpdn, n+ 1 dqd2n+ 1) Symbolp occurs in row q of Q ;1 
times. If p occurs A-x times in off-diagonal cells of row q of Q then there 
are 3L - x triples of the form described in (iii). Then p occurs x,times in cell 
(q, q) of Q, so p is incident with x edges coloured q in G. Therefore there 
are x triples of the form described in (iv) that contain p and q. 
Case3. (n+1~~<q~n+r(n+1)/2~) There are 1-y triples in D 
containing ( p, q > so U contains A-y co symbols in cells (p, q) and 
(q, p) and Q contains y symbols in cells (p, q) and (q, p). Hence there are y 
triples containing {p, q} formed in step (iii). 
Case 4. (n+ldpd2n+l, n+r(n+l)/21+1<q<2n+l) Since cell 
(p, q) of (2 contains R symbols there are A triples containing (p, q 3 formed 
in step (iii). 
Therefore (R, A) is a triple system of order 2n + 1 and index a which 
contains (S, B) and this completes the proof. 
THEOREM I. Let n 2 1 be a positive integer. Any partial triple system of 
order n and index 2 can be embedded in a triple system of index ,I of any odd 
J.-admissible order greater than 4n. 
ProoJ: Let (S, B) be a partial B(n, 3, a) on the points l,..., n. We shall 
embed (S, B) into a triple system of order 2u + 1, where 2u + 1 is 
A-admissible and u > 2n. 
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Let p be a positive integer such that p > n and u = 2p or u = 2p + 1. Let 
(s’, B’) be a partial B(p, 3, A) on the points l,..., p such that BE B’ and B’ 
is maximal. Now, the missing edge graph of (s’, B’), G’ satisfies: 
(i) d(G’) d A(p - l), and 
(ii) a(G’) < Alp*/4 J. 
Property (ii) holds since, by Turan’s theorem [16], the underlying simple 
graph of G’ has at most Lp’/4 J edges. 
Let D, ,..., DA be a collection of i symmetric latin squares defined as 
follows (see, for example [l] for the existence of such squares): 
(i) if u = 2p + 1 then let Di, 1< i 6 1, be of order p + 1 on the sym- 
bols l,..., p and co, with rows and columns indexed by p + l,,.., 2p + 1 such 
that if p is odd then cell (p +j, p +j), 1 <j<p + 1, of each D; contains the 
symbol co and if p is even then in each Di, 16 i< A cell (p +j, p t-j), 
1 6 j dp, and cell (2p + 1,2p + 1) contain j and GO, respectively; 
(ii) if 24 = 2p then let Di, 1 < id 1 be of order p on the symbols i,..., p 
with rows and columns indexed by p + l,..., 2p such that if p is odd then cell 
(p+j,p+j), l<j<p,ofeachD;containsjandifpiseventhenfor l<j< 
p/2 the cells (p + j, p + j) and (3p/2 +j, 3p/2 +j) contain j for each D;, 
1~ id LA/a_], and contain p/2 + j for each Di, Li/2J + 1 < i < 1. 
Now extend (s’, B’) to a partial B(u, 3, A), (s”, B”), by adding the points 
p + l,..., u and the additional triples of the form 
where yi is the symbol in cell (a,, pi) of Di, 1 <i< A, providing yi # 00 and 
aj < pi. 
The missing-edge graph of (S”, B”), G” is formed from G’ by the 
addition of the u-p vertices p + l,..., u and the edges corresponding to 
pairs of points not placed in the triples constructed above. In particular, 
from each symmetric latin square Di, 1 < i < 1, we get the following edges 
in G” (that were not in G’): 
(i) if u = 2p + 1 and p is odd then there are no additional edges; 
(ii) if u = 2p + 1 and p is even, the edges joining j and p + j, 1 <j dp, 
together with a l-factor on the points p + l,..., 2p (corresponding to cells 
containing co ); 
(iii) if u = 2p and p is odd, the edges joining j and p + j, 1 <j dp; 
(iv) if u = 2p and p is even, for 1 <j <p/2 the edges (j, p + j> and 
(j, 3p/2 + j>, if i< L&‘J, and the edges ((p/2) + j, p + j} and {(p/2) + j, 
(3p/2)+j} if LA/2_l<i<A. 
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If u = 2p, p is even and JW is odd then since a,(i) = n(p - 1) (mod 2) for 
1 < i < p, d,J i) 2 1. Therefore 
d(y( i) 3 
i 
a 
dG’( i) + 2 LA/21 
2 a. 
if u = 2p and p is odd, 
if u = 2p and p is even, 
so 
Also, 
d(G”) 3 R if u is even, 
I(p-l)=l(u-3)/2 
if u=2p+l and pisodd, 
Il(p- l)+I=l*(u- I)/2 
A(G”) < I if u=2p+ 1 and pis even, a( p - 1) + /I = h/2 
if u=2p and pis odd, 
a(p - 1) + 2 [a/21 6 h/2 i- 1 
if u=2p and p iseven, 
and 
I J. LP2/4-l if u=2p+l and pisodd, 
E( G”) < 
1 ip’/4j + 3ipf2 if u=2p+l and piseven, 
a ip2/4_1+ /lp if u=2p and p is odd, 
if u=2p and p is even. 
It is easily verified that d(G”) <A(r(u+ 1)/21- 1) unless, when U= 2p 
and p is even, d(G”) =lu/2+ 1. In that case, d(G’) =l(p- l), which 
implies that G’ contains a vertex that is joined to each of the remaining 
(p - I) vertices with L edges. Since G’ can contain no other edges (as B’ is 
maximal), (s’, B’) contains a complete triple system on p - 1 points. By 
Theorem 5 such a partial system can be embedded as required. Therefore 
we may assume that we do not have this case and thus A(G”) < 
a(r cn + I )/21- I ). 
A detailed analysis shows that s(G)‘) < 3p([(u -+- 1)/21, a) whenever p 2 4, 
If p < 4 it is clear that a partial triple system of order p and index /z can be 
embedded in any A-admissible order 2 3 7. The theorem now follows by 
Theorem 6. 
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